MOST PICTURES ARE FROM THE WEBSITE I USED.  Linked h
 ere
Step 1
- To begin the lesson you will be using photoshop, and images from bridge. Go to this link
to get the images needed for the Ad -- images
Step 2
- Next we are going to create a new document in photoshop.  Set the document size to
1920x1200
- Once completed, select the background layer and go to L
 ayers > Layer Style >
Gradient Overlay.  Use the gradient colors #150b06 for foreground and # 321c0f for
background color.  Style -- Radial  |   Blend Mode -- Normal

Step 3

-

Create a new layer and name it Clouds.  Then go to F
 ilter > Render > Cloud

Step 4
- Change Blend Mode to Color Dodge

\
Step 5

-

Select Eraser Tool -- use regular brush and change the Hardness to 0% (use a bigger
brush).

Step 6
- Now place the white Nike Logo png in the center of the page (you can erase more of the
clouds to fit the image if you so please).

-

Glow Feature -- Select the white nike logo layer and click Layer > Layer Styles> Outer
Glow

Step 7
- Create a new document and place the save image of the fire.

-

From there choose your Lasso Tool and cut out the piece to a cool looking flare
Once completed change Blend Mode to Screen.

Step 8
- Now go to
Image >
Adjustment >
Levels.
Increase black
level to 29 and
decrease
white level to
247

Step 9
- Now to change the flare to fit the nike logo you will go to E
 dit > Transform > Warp.

Step 10

-

To make the flare look more orange to match the background you will change it by using
the tools Edit > Adjustment > Hue/Saturation.

Step 11
- Now make a copy of the flare layer Ctrl + J.  Then choose Edit > Transform > Flip
Vertical.  Then resize and adjust image like below.
Step 12

-

Copy another art of the original Photo and paste it in your document. Repeat the steps 8,
9, and 10.

Step 13
-

Copy another image from the flare pic
to create a tail for your nike logo, and
repeat steps 8, 9, and 10.

Step 14
-

-

-

Creating Stars!! This feature is really cool
for creating logos with a space effect.
First create a new layer and fill it with a
black rectangle -- must fit full screen*
Click the eye on all layers except the star
layer (Make sure black and white is fore
and background colors)
Then Filter > Noise > Add Noise.  Use
Gaussian for, 15% Amount, and
Monochromatic. Then change the layer's
Blend Mode to Screen and go to
Image>Adjustments>Levels.
For the stars use 98 for the black
adjustment and use 100 for the white
adjustment.

Step 15
-

Now you just have to add your logos title, I used Nike Flare for mine, the site used Nike
Fire, so choose whichever.
And for font same thing choose the closest thing to the nike font style and for flare or fire
use any cool font you want.  ((Nike Logo Font → Cambria bold italic)
The select the NIKE title and use Alt + Left arrow key to lower space between letters
And flare and fire use Alt + right arrow key to expand the space between the word.
Make Nike word white and flare/fire orange.

Finished Product should look like →

